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Abstract 

A state-feedback based harmony search (SFHS) algorithm to clustering data is 

presented to solve the problems that the traditional evolutionary-based clustering 

algorithms easily trap into the local optimum. Firstly, the state-feedback mechanism is 

introduced into HS algorithm, and the harmony memory difference metric is defined to 

adaptively adjust harmony memory considering rate and pitch adjusting bandwidth, 

which makes the convergence and efficiency of the harmony search (HS) algorithm 

improved obviously. Secondly, in the SFHS-based clustering algorithm, the decision 

variables in the harmony vector represent cluster centers, and the harmony vector 

represents a partition of data, the best partition of data can be obtained by updating the 

harmony memory. Finally, a novel validity metric is presented to determine the right 

number of clusters. Simulation experiments have been carried out on remote sensing 

images and animal images, and the relevant results are compared with the ANT-based 

clustering algorithm and the traditional HS-based clustering algorithms, it shows that 

the SFHS-based clustering algorithm has better convergence. 

 
Keywords: State-feedback, harmony search algorithm, clustering, ant algorithm 

 

1. Introduction 

Clustering [1-3] is one of the most important unsupervised data classification method, 

which concerns with finding the best partition in the data sets so that the data in the 

same cluster is more similar to each other than to those in other clusters. Clustering has 

widespread applications such as in machine learning [4], pattern recognition [5], image 

analysis [6-7], information retrieval [8-9], and so on. Since traditional clustering 

approaches are sensitive to initial cluster centers, optimization methods have been 

successfully proposed to solve this problem [10-11]. For instance, genetic algorithm 

(GA) and ant algorithm (ANT) are used to find initial cluster centers. In addition, a 

fuzzy partition validity metric is used as the optimization criterion to determine the 

right number of clusters in data sets. 

It is obvious that there is an always great need for more efficient optimization 

algorithm for clustering. Inspired by GA-based clustering and ANT-based clustering 

methods, the state-feedback based harmony search (SFHS) algorithm is proposed and 

used in clustering data. Harmony search (HS) algorithm [12-15] is a meta-heuristic 

global optimization method, and it has been successfully applied in many areas and 

shows better performance compared to genetic algorithm and ant algorithm in solving 

many problems. 

In this paper, the state-feedback mechanism is introduced into HS to adaptively 
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adjust HS parameters, which makes the HS algorithm converge to the global best 

optimum quickly. In HS-based clustering algorithm, decision variables in harmony 

vector denote cluster centers, and harmony vector represents a partition of data. The 

best optimized partition can be obtained by updating harmony memory. In addition, a 

novel validity metric is proposed to find the right number of clusters. Experiments have 

been carried out on large-scale data sets such as remote sensing images and animal 

images. The analysis of the results indicates the superiority of SFHS-based clustering 

approach over those using ANT-based clustering approach and traditional HS-based 

clustering approach. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, SFHS algorithm is presented. 

Section 3 provides an overview of FCM. Section 4 contains a description of applying 

SFHS in clustering. In Section 5, results of experiments are presented and discussed. 

We end the paper with some conclusions in Section 6. 

 

2. The Harmony Search Algorithm 

Harmony search algorithm is proposed by Z.W Geem, which is inspired by the 

improvisation process of musicians. In HS algorithm, a harmony (solution vector) is 

played by many musicians (decision variables) together, and each musician adjusts a 

pitch (a value) of their musical instrument to find a perfect state (global optimum). As a 

relatively new meta-heuristic algorithm, it has grown rapidly and many studies on HS 

have been published. In general, the steps of harmony search algorithm are as follows: 

 

2.1. Initialize the Problem and HS Parameters 

The optimization problem is defined as optimizing (Minimize or Maximize) 

objective function f(x), where x is a N-dimensional candidate solution vector consisting 

of decision variables xi（i=1,2,…N）which is in ranges [
L

ix ,
U

ix ]. Both 
L

ix and 
U

ix are 

lower and upper bounds of each decision variable, respectively. In addition, harmony 

memory size (HMS), harmony memory considering rate (HMCR), pitch adjusting rate 

(PAR), the number of improvisations (NI) and pitch adjusting bandwidth (bw), those 

parameters are also specified in this step. 

 

2.1.1. Title Initialize the Harmony Memory 

The initial harmony memory matrix is randomly generated in search space, as shown in 

Eq.(1): 

 

 

1 1 1
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1
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（1）  

 

2.1.2. Improvise a New Harmony 

Generating a new harmony vector 
'x =(

'

1x , 
'

2x ,, 
'

Nx ), which is determined by three 

rules: memory consideration, pitch adjustment and random selection. The procedure 

works as follows: 
for each i[1,N] do 

r=rand() 

if r≤HMCR then 

    xi
'
 = xi

j
 (j=ceil(rand()×HMS)) %memory consideration 

if r≤PAR then 

xi
'
 = xi

'
±rand()×bw %pitch adjustment 
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if xi
'
<xi

L 

 xi
'
=xi

L 

elseif xi
'
>xi

U 

xi
'
=xi

U 

end 

end 

  else %random selection 

xi
'
 = xi

L
+ rand()×(xi

U
 -xi

L
) 

  end 

end 

where ceil(x) rounds elements of x to the nearest integers greater than or equal to x, and 

rand() is uniformly generated random number in ranges [0,1]. 

 

2.1.3 Update Harmony Memory 

If the objective function value of current harmony vector x' is better than the worst 

harmony in the HM, the worst harmony in the HM will be replaced by current harmony 

x'. 

 

2.1.4 Check the Stopping Criterion 

The procedure is terminated if the stopping criterion (maximum number of iterations) 

is satisfied. Otherwise, go to 2.1.2. 

 

2.2. Global-best Harmony Search 

HMCR, PAR and bw are very important parameters in finding global optimal solution 

vectors in HS algorithm. Since traditional HS algorithm utilizes a constant for the 

parameters HMCR、PAR and bw in the whole iteration, efficiency and successful rate of 

HS algorithm reduced. Mahdavi et al (2007) proposed an improve harmony search 

algorithm (IHS), which dynamically updates pitch adjusting rate (PAR) and pitch 

adjusting bandwidth (bw) to adjust convergence rate of algorithm to optimal solution. The 

IHS dynamically updates PAR and bw using Eq. (2) and Eq. (3). 

min

max min

PAR( ) PAR

(PAR PAR )

t

t

T

 

     (2) 

min

max

max

bw
ln

bw
bw( ) bw exp

t

t
T

  
  

  
 
  
 

(3) 

where PARmin and PARmax are minimum adjusting rate and maximum adjusting rate, 

respectively; bwmin and bwmax are minimum bandwidth and maximum bandwidth, 

respectively; t is the current iteration number; T is maximum iteration number. 

In early iterations, small PAR values and large bw values can help to improve global 

search capabilities and improve the convergence rate to global best solution. In final 

iterations, large PAR values and small bw values can increase the fine-tuning of solution 

vectors and cause the improvement of best solutions. 

 

2.3. State-Feedback based Harmony Search Algorithm 

Inspired by the variant of HS (known as IHS), the state-feedback based harmony 

search (SFHS) algorithm is proposed in this paper. In proposed algorithm, the 

state-feedback mechanism is introduced into HS to adaptively adjust parameters HMCR 
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and bw. Specifically, parameters in HMCR and bw in HS are seen as controlled variables 

in automatic control system. With a feedback regulation, parameters in HMCR and bw 

can meet actual needs for different iterations, and the ability of SFHS for finding the 

global optimum improved obviously. 

The main difference between traditional HS and SFHS algorithm is the way of 

adjusting HMCR and bw. To improve the performance of traditional HS algorithm, SFHS 

algorithm uses parameters in HMCR and bw as controlled variables in improvisation step. 

Firstly, we define harmony memory difference metric T to adaptively update HMCR and 

bw, and it can be expressed as follow: 

 
2

1

N
best worst

i i

i

T x x


        (4) 

where x
best

 and x
worst

 are best harmony and worst harmony in harmony memory, 

respectively; subscript i denotes ith decision variables. HMCR and bw are updated 

adaptively with iteration number can be expressed as follow: 

min

max min

max

HMCR( ) HMCR

(HMCR HMCR ) ( )

t

T t

T

 

   (5) 

max min
min

max

( ) ( )
( )

bw bw T t
bw t bw

T

 
   (6) 

where HMCRmax and HMCRmin are maximum harmony memory considering rate and 

minimum harmony memory considering rate, respectively; bwmax and bwmin are maximum 

adjusting bandwidth and minimum adjusting bandwidth, respectively; Tmax is maximum 

harmony memory difference metric; t represents current iteration number. 
The HS algorithm is easy to trap into local optimum when the difference between best 

harmony and worst harmony is smaller. Let the value of HMCR be smaller, the 

probability that current harmony updates randomly in the solution space is greater, which 

can effectively prevent SFHS from trapping into local optimum. In addition, the 

probability that HS algorithm converges to the global optimum is greater when the 

difference between best harmony and worst harmony is smaller. Let the value of bw be 

smaller, and small bw increases the fine-tuning of solution vectors. 

 

3. Fuzzy c-mean Clustering (FCM) 

The aim of clustering is to find groupings with the same or similar data. By 

minimizing objective function, a dataset X=(x1, x2,, x j,xn) is clustered into c groups. 

The standard FCM objective function can be expressed as follow: 

1 1

c n
m

ij ij

i j

J D
 

        (7) 

where n is number of data in dataset; c is the number of clusters; m1 is a weighting 

exponent; i,j is the membership of the jth object in the ith cluster center; Dij is a distance 

metric which measures the difference between the data xj and the cluster center vi. 

ij j iD x v         (8) 

where the data xj is a feature vector consisting of l real-valued measurements, which could 

be color, texture, coordinates, etc.;   represents Euclidean norm. 

The objective function is minimized when each data is close to their cluster center. By 

updating cluster centers and membership matrix, the objective function J will be 

minimized. The cluster center and the fuzzy membership matrix can be updated using Eq. 

(9) and Eq. (10). 
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    (10) 

The FCM algorithm proceeds by updating cluster center and membership matrix until 

the following termination criterion is satisfied: 

new oldJ J           (11) 

According to the value of the membership between the data and each cluster center, the 

data can be assigned to a class which belongs to the cluster center with the highest 

membership value. 

 

4. SFHS-based Clustering Algorithm 

The FCM algorithm is one of the most widely used methods for cluster analysis, and it 

can be successfully applied in economy, military, astronomy, medical, and so on. 

However, since traditional FCM algorithm is sensitive to the initial cluster centers and 

can't determine the right number of clusters in data sets, optimization-based clustering 

algorithms have been successfully proposed to solve this problem. 

 

4.1. Preparation Work for using SFHS to FCM 

Ant-based clustering algorithms are discussed in [11] by relocating ants to cluster 

centers in feature space, moving objects in a 2-D space and merging them to form clusters. 

The proposed algorithm possesses advantage of FCM algorithm and ants algorithm. With 

a group of ant cooperation, the cluster centers can be found for the optimal partition. 

Inspired by ant-based clustering algorithms, a novel SFHS algorithm is used in FCM 

clustering. The proposed algorithm includes two important stages: harmony search stage 

and clustering stage. The former enables the harmony vector updating adaptively in the 

feature space to find good cluster centers with a fixed number of iterations. The latter can 

utilizes the cluster centers obtained in the harmony search stage for FCM clustering. 

The objective function of FCM is reformulated as the optimization criterion. The 

reformulated version of J is denoted as R and our SFHS-based clustering algorithm 

minimizes the following objective function to find a good partition. 

 
1

1/(1 )

1 1

m
n c

m

ij

j i

R D




 

 
  

 
     (12) 

The objective function R is an equivalent reformulation of J that eliminates the 

membership function. The membership matrix for the FCM clustering case is given as 

follows: 

   1/1 1/1

1
/

cm m

ij ij ijj
D D  


     (13) 

where D is a distance metric that describe the difference between data vector and cluster 

center. 

In the FCM clustering, a partition of data set can be obtained by calculating the 

membership matrix that each data belongs to c cluster centers. In the SFHS-based 

clustering algorithm, the harmony vector Vi is a cs matrix of cluster centers where c is 

the number of cluster centers and s is the features number of each data. The initial 

decision variables values of the harmony vector in HM are randomly assigned in the 

range between the lower and upper bounds of each feature. The decision variables are 

updated in feature space, in such a way as to position the cluster centers and create a data 
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partition. The current harmony is compared with the worst harmony in the HM, and the 

harmony memory will be updated that the worst harmony in the HM is replaced by the 

current harmony if the current harmony is better than the worst harmony in the HM. After 

a fixed number of iterations, the best partition will be obtained by updating the HM. 

 

4.2. Finding the Right Number of Clusters 

The traditional clustering approach is required to input the number of clusters, and the 

different input number of clusters leads to quite different clustering results. In ant-based 

clustering approach, a validity metrics is used on the clustering results created with 

different numbers of clusters to determine the right number of clusters. However, since 

the determination of the right number of clusters requires the experiments more than once, 

the efficiency of the algorithm is relatively low, and it is inapplicable in practice. In this 

paper, we propose a novel validity metric to determine the right number of clusters. The 

right number of clusters can be automatically calculated when the input number of 

clusters is greater than the right number of clusters. 

A binary matrix M is defined to calculate the number of data in each class, and it can be 

described by the following equation. 

 1 20 max , , ,

1

ij j j cj

ij

U U U U
M

 
 
 ot her wi se

(14) 

where U is the membership matrix calculated by the SFHS-based clustering approach. 

In the clustering results, if the number of data in the class is significantly less than the 

maximum number of data in all classes, the class will be merged into another class and 

their cluster center distance is closer than others. Repeat this process until the number of 

data in each class meets the following conditions 

1 1

max , 1,2
n n

ik ik

k k

M M i c
 

 
   

 
 

 (15) 

where M is a binary matrix;  is a proportional coefficient, and =0.15 in this paper. The 

class does not meet the conditions will be merged into another class. Finally, we get cn 

cluster centers (cn<=c and cn reflects the right number of clusters in data set). 

 

4.3. The Main Steps of SFHS-based Clustering are as Follows: 

Step1: Initialize the problem parameters: Normal the feature values in ranges [0, 1]. 

Step2: Initialize the HS parameters: the harmony vector is a cs matrix of cluster 

centers in FCM notation where s is the number of features for each data and c is the 

number of clusters; harmony memory size HMS = 5; lower and upper bounds of harmony 

memory consideration rate HMCRmin = 0.45 and HMCRmax = 0.99, respectively; the lower 

and upper bounds of the pitch adjusting bandwidth are bwmin = 0.003 and bwmax = 0.02, 

respectively; the maximum number of iterations T for different data sets and the initial 

iteration to be 1; initializing harmony memory and calculating the objective function 

value of the harmony in the HM. 

Step3: updating the current harmony 

3.1. Calculating the harmony memory considering rate and the pitch adjusting 

bandwidth for the current iteration. 

3.2. The decision variables are randomly selected in the HM or plus bw(t) to it if the 

randomly generated probability is less than HMCR(t). 

3.3. The decision variables are randomly selected in the solution space if the randomly 

generated probability is more than HMCR(t). 

Step4: Evaluate the objective function value of the current harmony. 

4.1. The worst harmony is removed from the harmony memory and the current 

harmony is copied to the harmony memory if the objective function value of the current 
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harmony is better than the worst harmony in the harmony memory. Otherwise, go to step3 

to update the current harmony for a better partition. 

4.2. The current iteration number t=t +1. 

Step5: Repeat Step3 and Step4 until the maximum number of iteration is attained. 

Step6: Find the right number of clusters. 

 

5. Experiments and Discussion 

To evaluate the performance of SFHS algorithm for cluster analysis, four algorithms 

(ANT, HS, IHS and SFHS algorithms) are taken into account. These algorithms are tested 

on remote sensing images and animal images using Matlab7.0 on an Intel IV processor 

(2.66GHz clock). Four performance measures including: the best, worst, mean and 

average time are used to compare the proposed algorithm with ANT-based clustering 

approach and traditional HS-based clustering approaches. In addition, a validity metrics is 

used to find the right number of clusters. 

 

5.1. Performance Measures 

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show two examples to compare the performance of the proposed 

method with the other three methods. Moreover, we conduct 50 independent runs of four 

algorithms, and four performance measures of the different algorithms are listed in table 

1-4. The parameters of the four algorithms for Figure 1 and Figure 2 are as follows. 

In Figure 1 and Figure 2, the feature number of each data l=1 and l=3, respectively. For 

the ANT-based clustering algorithm, the number of ants (Na=6 for figure 1 and Na =9 for 

Figure 2), the maximum number of iterations (NI=7 for Figure 1 and NI =10 for Figure 2). 

For the HS-based clustering algorithm, harmony memory consideration rate HMCR = 0.9, 

pitch adjusting rate PAR=0.45, pitch adjusting bandwidth bw=0.003, NI=120 for Figure 1 

and NI=300 for Figure 2. For the IHS-based clustering algorithm, HMCR = 0.9, the 

maximum pitch adjusting rate PARmax=0.99, the minimum pitch adjusting rate 

PARmin=0.45, the maximum pitch adjusting bandwidth bwmax=0.02, the minimum pitch 

adjusting bandwidth bwmin=0.003, NI=120 for figure 1 and NI=300 for Figure 2. For the 

SFHS-based clustering algorithm, the maximum memory consideration rate HMCRmax = 

0.99, the minimum memory consideration rate HMCRmin = 0.49, PAR = 0.45, bwmax=0.02, 

bwmin=0.003, NI=120 for Figure 1 and NI=300 for Figure 2. 

Tables 1-4 compare the performance measures obtained by the SFHS-based clustering 

algorithm for Figure 1 and Figure 2 with those of three other algorithms (the ANT-based 

clustering algorithm, the IHS-based clustering algorithm and the HS-based clustering 

algorithm) in this paper. The best、worst and mean results obtained by the ANT-based 

clustering are all very close to each other in each case, which means that the ANT-based 

clustering algorithm is easy to trap into the local optimum. Since the traditional HS 

algorithms are global optimization search algorithms, they can effectively prevent the HS 

from trapping into the local optimum. We can see from the Tables 1-4 that the results 

obtained by the HS-based and HIS-based clustering algorithms are better than the 

ANT-based clustering algorithm. In this paper, the state-feedback mechanism is 

introduced into HS to adaptively adjust harmony memory consideration rate (HMCR) and 

pitch adjusting bandwidth (bw), which makes the proposed algorithm can converge to the 

global optimum quickly. As show in tables 1-4, the performance of the proposed method 

is most outstanding compared with the three other methods. 
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(a)                  (b)                   (c)              (d) 

Figure 1. Remote Sensing Images 

Table 1. The experiment Results for Figure 1 (c=4) 

Image Algorithm Best (10
3
) Worst (10

3
) Mean (10

3
) Time (s) 

a 

ANT 2.2305 2.2383 2.2347 7.9940 

HS 1.5028 1.6529 1.5552 5.0818 

IHS 1.4997 1.5795 1.5233 5.0538 

SFHS 1.4993 1.5864 1.5183 4.9824 

b 

ANT 2.5275 2.5362 2.5329 8.0661 

HS 1.7862 1.9116 1.8439 5.0857 

IHS 1.7796 1.8328 1.7949 5.0201 

SFHS 1.7757 1.8368 1.7945 4.9692 

c 

ANT 3.8948 3.9069 3.9031 8.0722 

HS 2.3276 2.4600 2.3708 5.0727 

IHS 2.3159 2.4090 2.3397 5.0588 

SFHS 2.3150 2.4060 2.3344 4.9879 

d 

ANT 3.0208 3.0322 3.0276 8.0016 

HS 1.8205 1.9317 1.8706 5.0639 

IHS 1.8154 1.9164 1.8421 5.0669 

SFHS 1.8170 1.9039 1.8384 5.0149 

 

Table 2. The Experiment Results for Figure1 (c=5) 

Image Algorithm Best (10
3
) Worst (10

3
) Mean (10

3
) Time (s) 

a ANT 1.7800 1.7885 1.7853 8.2109 

HS 1.1494 1.2465 1.1773 6.3387 

IHS 1.1438 1.1903 1.1660 6.3727 

SFHS 1.1430 1.1976 1.1642 6.2931 

b 

ANT 2.0183 2.0277 2.0240 8.2139 

HS 1.3674 1.4531 1.3957 6.3593 

IHS 1.3634 1.4271 1.3852 6.3640 

SFHS 1.3635 1.4233 1.3851 6.2453 

c 

ANT 3.1196 3.1242 3.1220 8.2518 

HS 1.7424 1.8290 1.7847 6.3158 

IHS 1.7381 1.8231 1.7606 6.3437 

SFHS 1.7371 1.7742 1.7503 6.2550 

d 

ANT 2.4138 2.4262 2.4192 8.1892 

HS 1.3931 1.5107 1.4431 6.3445 

IHS 1.3814 1.5249 1.4129 6.3259 

SFHS 1.3799 1.4943 1.4004 6.2584 
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(a)                   (b)                   (c)                   (d) 

Figure 2. Animal Images 

Table 3. The Experiment Results for Figure 2 (c=4) 

Image Algorithm Best (10
3
) Worst (10

3
) Mean (10

3
) Time (s) 

a 

ANT 1.2384 1.2680 1.2544 4.0262 

HS 0.8862 1.2474 1.0499 2.6749 

IHS 0.8227 1.2842 0.9294 2.6555 

SFHS 0.7948 1.0623 0.8885 2.5945 

b 

ANT 1.8003 1.8062 1.8039 4.0019 

HS 1.1838 1.6378 1.4047 2.6824 

IHS 1.0104 1.3913 1.1707 2.6372 

SFHS 0.9820 1.4556 1.1337 2.6352 

c 

ANT 1.7427 1.7720 1.7625 4.0078 

HS 1.0326 1.3608 1.2000 2.6885 

IHS 0.9331 1.2224 1.0694 2.6162 

SFHS 0.9293 1.2189 1.0206 2.6157 

d 

ANT 1.4718 1.4767 1.4754 4.0029 

HS 1.0096 1.3598 1.1671 2.6519 

IHS 0.9915 1.2316 1.0902 2.6410 

SFHS 0.9719 1.2302 1.0591 2.6226 

 

Table 4. The Experiment Results for Figure 2 (c=5) 

Image Algorithm Best (10
3
) Worst (10

3
) Mean (10

3
) Time (s) 

a 

ANT 0.9900 1.0160 1.0027 4.1822 

HS 0.7411 1.0370 0.8432 3.8159 

IHS 0.6736 0.8689 0.7387 3.7248 

SFHS 0.6485 0.8115 0.7008 3.7160 

b 

ANT 1.4395 1.4452 1.4427 4.1792 

HS 0.8640 1.2588 1.0957 3.7396 

IHS 0.8051 1.1400 0.9660 3.7709 

SFHS 0.8255 1.1053 0.9130 3.7025 

c 

ANT 1.3973 1.4178 1.4088 4.2127 

HS 0.8439 1.0587 0.9492 3.7185 

IHS 0.7057 1.0886 0.8438 3.6798 

SFHS 0.7196 0.9350 0.8173 3.6701 

d 

ANT 1.1776 1.1814 1.1803 4.1886 

HS 0.8403 1.0558 0.9484 3.7962 

IHS 0.7967 0.9427 0.8514 3.7119 

SFHS 0.7416 0.9186 0.8303 3.6703 

 

5.2. Finding the Number of Clusters 

Clustering with optimization approach requires knowledge of the number of clusters. 

In our proposed algorithm, a validity metrics is proposed and used to determine the right 

number of clusters. In clustering results, the class with few data is merged into another 

class and their cluster center distance is closer than others. Experiments are done with two 

images as shown in Figure 3. The right number of clusters can be obtained when the input 
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number of clusters is greater than the right number of clusters. For instance, as shown in 

Table 5, the right number of clusters (cn=2,2,2 for Figure 3(a) and cn=4,4,4 for Figure 3(b)) 

is automatically calculated when we input the different number of clusters (c=4,5,6 for 

Figure 3(a) and c=6,7,8 for Figure 3(b)). 
 

   
(a)                    (b) 

Figure 3. Images 

Table 5. The Right Number of Clusters 

image c cn 

3(a) 

4 2 

5 2 

6 2 

3(b) 

6 4 

7 4 

8 4 

 

6. Conclusion 

This paper presents a state-feedback based harmony search (SFHS) algorithm for 

optimizing the FCM objective function. The proposed SFHS algorithm introduces the 

state-feedback mechanism to improve its convergence and efficiency. In addition, a novel 

validity metric is presented to determine the right number of clusters. The optimization 

performance of SFHS algorithm on cluster analysis has been investigated by several 

experimental studies. The experimental results illustrate that SFHS algorithm is more 

efficient in finding the best solutions than the existing ANT, IHS and HS algorithms, and 

SFHS algorithm is superior to other algorithms in literatures when it is used in clustering 

data. In the future, we will go on revising and updating this algorithm, and SFHS 

algorithm can be used to medical image processing, video image processing and crime 

scene image processing for actual applications. 
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